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ABSTRACT

The trend of recent years has been the advent of algorithms based on the use of 2D and 3D stochastic
transformations. This article proposes a new iterative cryptographic algorithm of 3D stochastic data
transformation, which is basically aimed for information security solutions. The algorithm is characterized
by the high degree of parallelism at the level of elementary operations. It is proposed to design an iterative
transformation based on the consistent and parallel composition of the round operations. Such an approach
to the design of the iterative cipher blocks has not previously been used. Its use in a software
implementation of the cryptographic transformation became possible due to the advent of the
heterogeneous supercomputer technologies. It became possible to perform within a round in parallel
(without performance compromising) complex transformations of different trajectories and then at the
output perform the parallel composition of the results. As a result, the task of the encryption function
inverting becomes computationally unsolvable with fewer rounds of transformation.
Keywords: Cryptographic Primitives, 3D Transformation, Cube Architecture, Iterative Stochastic Trans-

Formation, Mixstate Transformation

1. INTRODUCTION

Information security threats analysis and analysis
of trends in IT development allows making an
unambiguous conclusion about the constantly
increasing role of stochastic methods of
information security. Methods are called stochastic
if they are directly or indirectly based on the
pseudo-random number generators (PRNG).  As an
example of a general stochastic method of
information security (IS), a method of introducing
uncertainty to the means and objects of protection
can be mentioned. Every problem of IS can be
successfully solved by means of PRNG. Thus, in
some cases, stochastic methods are the only
possible mechanism to ensure information security
from an active intruder. A special case of the
stochastic methods are cryptographic methods of
information security.

The term "stochastic" in the context of IP for the
first time, apparently, was used by S.A.
Osmolovsky when developing codes for detecting
and correcting errors occurring during data
transmission through communication channels [1,
2].

The proposed stochastic codes have unique
properties, we highlight two:
 ability to ensure the prescribed probability of

correct information reception;
 ability (in addition to providing noise

immunity) to solve the other two equally
important tasks of IS: to ensure privacy and
integrity of the transmitted information.

A stochastic transformation algorithm DOZEN
of Cube architecture aimed for implementation
using heterogeneous supercomputing technologies
is proposed in [3-5]. The 3D transformations are
characterized by the high degree of parallelism at
the level of elementary operations. Building
cryptographic primitives of pseudo-random
numbers generation, hash, block and stream
encryption is the field of application of nonlinear
multiple stochastic transformations [3, 6, 7]. The
new iterative transformation of the DOZEN family,
which design is based on the sequential and parallel
composition of the round operations is discussed.

2. DOZEN+ TRANSFORMATION
The DOZEN+ transformation sequence for a

block M of data, 512 bits size (4  4  4  8),
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having the structure shown in Fig. 1,a, where ax, y, z,
x = 0, 1, 2, 3, y = 0, 1, 2, 3, z = 0, 1, 2, 3, are bites,
is as follows:
 add (XOR) round key K0 to the data

block;
 the first round (MixLayersX

transformation): divide the resulting data block into
Layers Sx0, Sx1, Sx2, Sx3 along the x-axis (Fig. 1,b);
conduct a two-dimensional stochastic
transformation (MixLayer) of layers Sx0, Sx1, Sx2, Sx3
by performing sixteen (number of bytes) SubBytes
operations, MixState operation and
AddRoundSubKey operation for each layer Sxj;
 the second round (MixLayersY

transformation): divide the resulting data block into
Layers Sy0, Sy1, Sy2, Sy3 along the y-axis;  conduct a
two-dimensional stochastic transformation
(MixLayer) of layers Sy0, Sy1, Sy2, Sy3 by performing
sixteen (number of bytes) SubBytes operations,
MixState operation and AddRoundSubKey
operation for each layer Syj;
 the third round (MixLayersZ

transformation): divide the resulting data block into
Layers Sz0, Sz1, Sz2, Sz3 along the z-axis;  conduct a
two-dimensional stochastic transformation
(MixLayer) of layers Sz0, Sz1, Sz2, Sz3 by performing
sixteen (number of bytes) SubBytes operations,
MixState operation and AddRoundSubKey
operation for each layer Szj;

The round keys K0, K1, K2, K3 are generated from
initial key K using the KeyExpansion procedure.

Figure 1: 3D Data Stochastic Transformation
Algorithms: A – The Format Of The Data Block (State)

And Round Keys Ki, B – State Division Into Layers Along
The X-Axis.

Thus, the sequence of the 3D nonlinear
multilayer transformation DOZEN+ has the form
shown in Fig.2 and is defined as follows:

S = M;
C = DOZEN+(M) = MixLayersZ(K3,

MixLayersY(K2,MixLayersX(K1,(S⊕ K0))));
MixLayersX(K1, S) =

= MixLayer(K13, Sx3) || MixLayer(K12, Sx2) ||
MixLayer(K11, Sx1) || MixLayer(K10, Sx0);

MixLayersY(K2, S) =
= MixLayer(K23, Sy3) || MixLayer(K22, Sy2) ||

MixLayer(K21, Sy1) || MixLayer(K20, Sy0);
MixLayersZ(K3, S) =

= MixLayer(K33, Sz3) || MixLayer(K32, Sz2) ||
MixLayer(K31, Sz1) || MixLayer (K30, Sx0);

MixLayer(Kij, Smj) =
= AddRoundSubKey(Kij, (MixState(SubBytes

(Smj)))) = MixState(SubBytes (Smj))  Kij;
| M | = | S | = | Ki | = 512, | Smj | = | Kij | = 128; i =  0,

1, 2, 3; j = 0, 1, 2, 3; m = x, y, z;
Ki = Ki3 || Ki2 || Ki1 || Ki0, S = Sx3 || Sx2 || Sx1 || Sx0 = Sy3 ||

Sy2 || Sy1 || Sy0 = Sz3 || Sz2 || Sz1 || Sz0 ;
where M is data input block, S is the state of the
algorithm; Ki are round keys, SubBytes is the byte-
substitution transformation of the layer state Smj;
Mix-State is the shuffle transformation of the layer
state Smj; MixLayersX is the layer-based
transformation along the x-axis; Sx3, Sx2, Sx1, Sx0 are
the layers of the state along the x-axis; MixLayersY
is the layer-based transformation along the y-axis;
Sy3, Sy2, Sy1, Sy0 are the layers of the state along the
y-axis; MixLayersZ is the layer-based
transformation along the z-axis; Sz3, Sz2, Sz1, Sz0 are
the layers of the state along the z-axis.

Figure 2: 3D Data Stochastic Transformation Algorithm
DOZEN+.
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Let Q be the state of the layer: | Q | = 128, Q =
(Q16 … Q1), Qi ∈ GF(28),

| Qi | = 8, i = 1, …, 16. Nonlinear transformation
SubBytes (layer state byte substitution) is defined
as follows:

SubBytes(Q) = SubBytes(Q16 || … || Q1) =
SubByte(Q16) || … || SubByte(Q1),

where SubByte(Qi) is bite Qi substitution
transformation.

3. SEQUENTIAL AND PARALLEL
COMPOSITION OF ROUND
TRANSFORMATIONS

Traditionally, only sequential composition of
round transformations RFi is used for constructing
of the encryption function E:

E = RFn • RFn – 1 • … • RF2 • RF1,
where n is the number of rounds; to ensure the
required level of cryptoresistability it is necessary
to perform a large number of rounds.

It is proposed to construct the E function on the
basis of the sequential and parallel composition of
round transformations RFi

The basic idea of it is to design a sequential
machine, the number of memory elements of which
exceeds the bit width of the input memory.

Such approach to construction of iterative block
ciphers has not been used previously; its use in
software implementations of cryptographic
transformations was made possible due to the
emergence of HSCT.

As the result, it became possible within a round
to perform in parallel (in other words, without
decrease in performance) various trajectories of
complex transformations, and then to implement
the parallel composition of the obtained results as
an output.

As a result, the task of inverting the encryption
function becomes computationally intractable with
a smaller number of rounds of transformation.

Consider the principles of the iterative algorithm
for stochastic data processing using parallel and
sequential composition of elementary
transformations (Fig. 3).

Within each round, in fact, N copies of the input
block are formed, each copy Сij Is subjected to
stochastic transformation Сij:= Eij(Сij, Kij), where
Kij are round keys of the i-th round, j = 1, 2, …, N.
The transformed values Сij come to the inputs of a
combinational scheme Fi, a function of which is the
parallel composition of different trajectories of
round transformations, the result of combinational

scheme С:= Fi(Сi1, Сi2, …, СiN) is declared the
result of the i-th round.

Fig. 3, b is an example of the construction of an
iterative algorithm for stochastic data processing,
where parallel composition is performed using the
operation of addition modulo two, and Сij =
MixState • SubBytes • AddThreadKey.

Fig. 4 shows variants of the combinational
scheme Fi.

Figure 3: Sequential And Parallel Composition Of Round
Transformations: A Is The General Scheme, B Is Based

On The Example Of 2D Transformations.
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Figure 4: Variants Of The Combinational Scheme Fi.

4. MIXING LAYER STATE
TRANSFORMATION MIXSTATE

Sequential  LFSR.
Initial information for the construction of the

LFSR (Linear Feedback Shift Register, shift
register with linear feedback), in other words,
PRNG, operating in the finite field GF(pn) (p –
prime, n – natural ), a so-called  characteristic
polynomial φ(x) = aNxN + … + a1x – 1.

The degree of the polynomial determines the
number of PRNG registers, while non-zero
coefficients ai - the nature of the feedback.

Polynomial of degree N correspond to the LFSR
shown in Fig. 5,b.

The equations of sequential LFSR designed
according to the diagram of Galois, have the form

Qj = Qj + 1 + ajQ1, j = 1, …, (N – 1),
QN = aNQ1.

or in matrix form Q = QT where T is the
companion matrix N x N.

Parallel LFSR.
Sequential LFSR can only be used to generate a

sequence of pn number base characters, which can
be removed from the output of one of the registers.

In order to implement a k-channel generator,
synthesis of parallel LFSR running k times faster
than the original generator is necessary (in other
words, a generator that performs in one cycle
changes that are performed in k cycles in the
original sequential  LFSR).

Consider the properties of parallel LFSR. The
general form of the generator corresponding the
equation Q = QTk, is shown in Fig. 5, a. The extent
to which there is a multiplication in each multiplier
unit (MU) is defined by the corresponding
coefficient aij  GF(pn) of the accompanying
matrix V = Tk . If aij = 0, this is equivalent to the
absence of connection between the output of the i-
th register of the generator and the input of the j-th
addition block in GF(pn).

Since the zero state of all registers of the
generator is forbidden, the maximum possible

number of states of the device and thus the
maximum possible length of the formed binary
sequence extracted from the output of any register
are pnN – 1. In this case, the generator state diagram
consists of one trivial cycle and one cycle of
maximum length equal to pnN – 1.

Figure 5: Mixstate Transformation: A Is A Parallel
LFSR Corresponding The Equation Q(T + 1) = Q(T) Tk;

B Is A Sequential LFSR Designed According To The
Diagram Of Galois And Corresponding The Equation

Q(T + 1) = Q(T) T.

Let φ (x) be a primitive polynomial of degree N,
then the following is true. The formed sequence has
a maximum period L = pnN – 1 if and only if the
numbers L and k are coprime. For k = 1 the φ(х) to
be primitive is a necessary and sufficient condition
for obtaining a sequence of maximum length.

Consider p = 2, n = 8, N = 16, k = 16. Linear
stochastic transformation MixState (mixing layer
state) on the basis of PRNG operating in GF(28)
and designed according to the concept of Galois, is
determined by the following expressions:

MixState(Q) =
= R16(Q) = R16(Q16 || … || Q1) = (a16Q1 || Q16 + a15Q1

|| … || Q2 + a1Q1)16 = QT16,
where all operations are conducted in the field
GF(28), ai ∈ GF(28) are the coefficients of the
characteristic polynomial φ(x) = a16x16 + a15x15 +
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a14x14 + … + a2x2 + a1x – 1, which is primitive over
the field GF(28), T is the square matrix of the order
16 × 16.

The equation of the basic linear transformation R
(multiplication of the state of the layer Q by T) is
like:

Qj = Qj + 1 + ajQ1, j = 1, …, 15,
Q16 = a16Q1.

The Grasshopper algorithm [8] uses LFSR, built
by Fibonacci scheme for p = 2, n = 8, N = 16 to
implement the state mixing transformation.
However, the proposed variant based on Galois
scheme has better dispersing and mixing properties.

5. 3DOZEN+ TRANSFORMATION

The transformation sequence for a block M of
data, 512 bits size (4  4  4  8), having the
structure shown in Fig. 1,a, is defined as follows:
S = M; S1 = S  K0; C = 3DOZEN+(M) = RF3(K3,

RF2(K2, RF1(K1, S1)));
RFi(Ki, Si) = MixLayersX(Ki, Si)  MixLayersY(Ki,

Si)  MixLayersZ(Ki, Si);
Ki = Kx

i3 || Kx
i2 || Kx

i1 || Kx
i0 = Ky

i3 ||
Ky

i2 || Ky
i1 || Ky

i0 = Kz
i3 || Kz

i2 || Kz
i1 || Kz

i0 ;
where RFi is the round function, i = 1, 2, 3; M is
input data block, C = 3DOZEN+(M) is export data
block, Si is input of the i-th round. 3DOZEN +
transformation sequence is shown in Fig. 6.

Figure 6: Transformation Sequence Of The 3DOZEN+.

6. CONCLUSION

The high degree of parallelism at the level of
elementary transformations is characteristic for the
proposed algorithm 3DOZEN+ due to the
possibility of parallel execution of MixLayer
operations. Thus, the use of CUDA technology [9,
10] allows to significantly simplify the process of
software development. The characteristic feature of
the 3DOZEN+ transformation is a hybrid
architecture, the essence of which is sequential and
parallel composition of round transformations
MixLayers. As a result, it became possible to
perform within the round in parallel (without
degrading performance) various trajectories of
complex transformations, and then at the output to
carry out a parallel track of the results. Thus, the

task of the encryption function inverting becomes
computationally unsolvable with fewer rounds of
transformation. Such a design allows to increase
resistance of the transformations without decrease
in performance during both, software and hardware
implementation.

The round operation of the mixing MixState state
in 3DOZEN + algorithm is proposed to implement
based on the LFSR constructed on the Galois
scheme not on the Fibonacci scheme as was done in
[8]. In the LFSR constructed on the Fibonacci
scheme at each cycle the contents of only one
memory cell changes. In the LFSR constructed on
the Galois scheme with an appropriate choice of the
characteristic polynomial at each cycle the contents
of all memory elements changes. Therefore, the
proposed embodiment of the MixState
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transformation has better dispersing and mixing
properties.

Testing 3DOZEN + algorithm by the NIST
technique [11, 12] showed the statistical security of
it.
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